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Abstract

This paper presents a prosodic analysis of a corpus of 12 tales,
read by one male speaker. The work is part of a project which
aims at providing storytelling capacities to a humanoid robot.
One main point is to improve text-to-speech synthesis expres-
sivity according to a semi-automatic analysis of a given tale.
Automatic tagging and prosodic stylization were applied to the
corpus. The extracted parameters are described and analyzed
according to relevant elements of the tales’ structure. The re-
sults show that changes of pitch and intensity registers, use of
glide tones or devoicing are relevant to impersonate prototypical
characters and to modify expressivity according to the different
structural parts of each tale. These prosodic results will con-
tribute to enhance the expressivity of a non-uniform-unit text-
to-speech synthesizer.
Index Terms: Expressive prosody, Storytelling, Prosodic anal-
ysis, Corpus analysis

1. Introduction
The aim of this project is to provide the humanoid robot Nao [1]
the ability to interpret tales in front of a children audience [2].
Given the raw text of a French tale, Nao will have to automati-
cally coordinate the synthesis of entertaining gestures synchro-
nized with a synthetic speech stream. As a constraint, it as been
decided that the robot will only have one voice to read these
tales and impersonate all the characters and the narrator - repro-
ducing the situation of an adult telling a story to his/her children.
The present paper analyzes the prosodic variations contained in
a corpus of 12 tales read by one male speaker. This prosodic
analysis aims at enhancing the expressivity of the non-uniform-
unit text-to-speech synthesizer Acapela [3] .

Previous studies dealing with the automatic generation of
synthetic storytelling speech (e.g. [4] ) proposed melodic rules
build to render a storyteller speaking style, or to induce the per-
ception of an increasing climax. The rules proposed by [4] were
inferred from the observation of the voices of Dutch storytellers.
Such an approach is pertinent for driving a diphone synthe-
sizer, the prosody of which is driven by a set of rules. But,
if the gathered information are highly valuables for modeling
some kinds of storytelling prosody, this approach cannot be di-
rectly used with a speech synthesizer like Acapela’s one, select-
ing non-uniform-unit across a large corpus to concatenate them
with a minimum signal processing in order to obtain the highest
level of naturalness. Other works specifically design the voice
of characters: [5] presented a cepstral analysis of voices and de-
rived a synthesis method to obtain prototypical voices for differ-
ent kind of characters (the teller, a witch, a prince). For similar
reasons, the description is relevant, but the method cannot be
directly applied to the framework of the GVLex project.

The proposed approach extracts a set of global prosodic pa-
rameters from a large corpus of read tales, and linked them to
a set of qualitative descriptors labeling the tales’ linguistic and
narrative analysis. Then, relevant prosodic variations are pro-
posed for the different prototypical tales parts (e.g. triggering
event or epilogue), different classes of characters described by
gender, size, etc., or the communicative aim of the narrator.
These prosodic descriptions are then used to drive the synthe-
sizer in its units-selection task.

After presenting the textual and audio tales corpora, their lin-
guistic and prosodic analysis is described. The prosodic param-
eters are then described under the light of the chosen descrip-
tors. Then, a set of possibly relevant prosodic variations for
enhancing the expressiveness of synthetic speech in accordance
with a tale’s narrative structure are listed and discussed.

2. Corpus
2.1. Text Corpus

A corpus of 89 tales in French, representing about 50,000
words, was collected. Tales were selected so as to each present
different speakers, and being suited for a 7-8 years old audience.
Each tale has to be readable in about 5 minutes. A tale contains
907 words on average.

The structural and lexical elements were manually annotated,
according to the following scheme. The first level of structural
annotation is derived from tales’ morphology [6], and presents
the following parts: title, exposition, triggering event, a series of
scenes (that may be interleaved with refrains), ending with the
epilogue. The second structural level refers to speech turns, and
associate a distinct identifier for the narrator and the different
characters. The third level refers to sentences. According to our
structural hierarchy, a sentence cannot cover adjacent speech
turns. Consequently, the following example ”- hé mais ! se
dit-elle, ce sont des bébés !” (”Hey, but! she told herself, it is
babies!”) would have been split into three sentences, each of
them corresponding to a speaker turn.

The last structural level refers to passages with enumerations,
such as: ”pas le blé, ni les noix ni le pain dur.” (”not wheat, nor
nuts nor stale bread.”), and to the elements of enumerations,
which starts the lexical level of annotation (in the above ex-
ample, elements of the enumeration are:<pas le blé>, <ni les
noix>, <ni le pain dur>).

At the lexical level, tagging was performed for named entities
(time and place), and extended named entities (nominal group
and adverbial locutions). The definition of person type has been
extended to identify all kinds of characters occurring in tales
(humans, animals, plants, objects, ...). Finally, part of speech
were tagged using a LIMSI software [7].
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Table 1: Global characteristics of the 12 tales retained to con-
stitute the audio corpus.

Min Max Mean Total
Tale duration 215 374 299.4 3593
Word count 626 1031 805.3 9664
Vowel count 881 1304 1061.8 12741
Phon. count 1995 2914 2374.2 28491
Breath count 23 116 56.9 683

Hesitation count 1 33 11.5 138
Sentence count 50 150 80.5 966
Nb. characters 2 11 5.4 65

2.2. Audio Corpus Recording

A 12 tales subset of the text corpus has been selected for an au-
dio corpus. The selection was aimed to promote tale diversity
(Animal, Repetitive, Fairy...). A professional speaker, assisted
by a sound engineer, has told the 12 tales in a studio. The story-
teller was allowed to overwrite during playback the worst por-
tions of recording. Consequently, the final recordings contain
fewer errors than may be found in natural speech, and is more
suited to the synthesis of entertaining speech. The storyteller
was allowed to change small portions of tale texts, if he thought
they could not be told fluently. The recordings were digitized in
high quality and down sampled at 16KHz, with a 16 bits sample
size, for the analysis.

2.3. Audio Corpus Labeling

2.3.1. Labels for Phonemes, Words and Characters

The grapheme-phoneme conversion of the text was performed
thanks to the LIMSI semi-automatic alignment software [8, 9]
and aligned to the boundaries of words, phonemes, and extra-
phonemic events (breaths, hesitations, ...). The produced phone
segment boundaries tend to occur in the transition zone between
two consecutive phones. However, their exact positions do gen-
erally not correspond to boundaries as manually located by hu-
man experts [10]. The automatic alignment method has the ad-
vantage of staying consistent over the whole corpus. Only major
segmentation errors were hand-corrected.

Syllable boundaries were inferred from the syllabification
rules described in [11]. The text structural and lexical anno-
tations were hand corrected, to match the text that was actually
said by the storyteller. A quantitative description of the corpus
is provided in table 1.

A manual enrichment of text annotations was performed to
provide details about the characters played by the storyteller.
Characters’ age (coded as: kid, teenager, adult, old), gender
(male, female), and kind (human, wolf, fairy, knife...) were
added whenever appropriate to the tale.

2.3.2. Vowel-Based Prosodic Features

The stylization proposed by the Prosogram [12] (version 2.7)
was applied in order to measure perceived intonation. The styl-
ization performed by the Prosogram consists to associate to
each vowel either a level tone or a glide, according to a per-
ceptive threshold. From this stylization were extracted: The
lowest and highest pitch value within a vowel nucleus; the inter-
syllable pitch and intensity differences (calculated as the differ-
ence between the values at the end and at the beginning of two
successive vowels); the tone’s shape (0 for static tone, 1 for

glide); and the maximal intensity within the nucleus.
Pitch is expressed in semitones with 1 Hz as the reference

value. Intensity is measured in dB. 2% of vowels were re-
jected by the Prosogram, which is consistent with the analysis
described by [13] on a French corpus. Those vowels were thus
ignored in the reported measures of pitch and energy.

3. Storytelling Prosody
3.1. Global measures

A general analysis of the whole corpus was done; comparing
mean values of the extracted prosodic parameters to the same
values found in the literature for others styles of French speech.
[13] presented a work on 20 French newslike utterances. While
[13] observed glide tones on 2% of the vowels, 13% of the vow-
els in the tale corpus were assigned glide tones, accounting for
the important melodic dynamism of storytelling intonation.

Table 2: Comparison of speaking styles presented by [14]
(News: Radio News, Pol: Political Address, Conv: Conversa-
tion) and the Storytelling style contained in the complete corpus
(StT) or restricted to the narrator speaking turn (Nar.). See text
for prosodic parameters.

Descriptor News Pol Conv StT Nar.
SR 5.8 4.8 5.3 6.15 6.2
PT 10.97 31.67 16.73 29.55 24.0
NS 15 8 16 7.4 7.4
PR 10.5 10.5 7.4 17.4 16.1

[14] describe three speaking styles: radio news, political
address and conversational speech (10 minutes of speech per
style). Table 2 compares mean prosodic features of storytelling
style prosody to these three styles. For the storytelling style,
mean values are presented for the whole corpus and for the pas-
sages where the narrator only speaks, in order to have a more
constraint style, without variations due to impersonation of a
given character. The measured parameters are: the speech rate
(SR) measured as the number of syllables by seconds (pauses
excluded); the pausing time percentage (PT); the number of syl-
lables (NS) between two pauses; and the pitch range (PR) be-
tween the 0.05 and the 0.95 quantiles pitch distribution.

The reported observations show rhythmic similarities (pause
rate and number of syllables between pauses) between the Sto-
rytelling and the Political styles. The pitch range is clearly
wider for storytelling than for all the other reported styles -
about 6 semitones more. No important differences were found
between the complete tale corpus and its narrator subset - which
represents the main part of the corpus in terms of speech time.

3.2. Prosodic variation and tales’ narrative structure

The stylized prosodic parameters extracted from Prosogram
were averaged on the different sequences of the corpus to ex-
tract the following descriptors of the prosodic variations ob-
served:

• The mean pitch (MP) and the mean intensity (MI) ex-
pressed on a given sequence.

• The mean inter-syllable difference for pitch (PD) and in-
tensity (ID).

• The pitch range (PR) and intensity range (IR) measured
as the difference between the .95 and .05 quantiles of each
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Table 3: Prosodic comparison of storyteller speech given the
structural parts of the tale (see section 2.1). Prosodic descrip-
tors used are defined in sections 3.1 & 3.2, NV being the number
of vowels contained in these structural sequences.

title exp trig evt scene refrain epilogue
NV 75 1376 484 5115 473 536
SR 5.4 6.3 6.4 6.2 6.3 6.1
PT 5.0 24.9 21.6 20.1 15.0 20.7
MP 85.1 84.6 83.4 84.2 84.1 83.4
PD 4.9 4.1 4.5 3.1 2.8 3.2
PR 21.0 17.1 16.6 15.7 15.4 15.0
GL 27.0 16.1 17.2 11.3 12.2 12.1
MI 67.2 66.3 64.8 66.1 66.7 64.6
ID 2.7 2.9 3.1 2.8 2.9 2.6
IR 13.3 14.9 14.6 15.1 15.0 11.8

distribution.

• The percentage of vowels stylized as glides(GL).

Table 3 presents the storyteller’s prosodic characteristics for
the different narrative structures (as presented in section 2.1).
Again, to avoid a bias linked with the impersonation of charac-
ters, the values reported here only concern the narrator’s speech
turns. Note that the values of pausing time percentage reported
here are smaller than those reported in table 2, since pauses be-
tween narrative structures were not taken into account.

Analysis of variance was done on the reported measures’ dis-
tributions, with post-hoc Tukey HSD tests to compare all se-
quences mean value: clusters of sequences type with compa-
rable mean values were obtained for each parameter, and are
described hereafter (details cannot be reported to save space).
The scenes sequences, accounting for 63.5% of the syllables,
present values around the average for all prosodic descriptors.

Title enunciation was clearly distinguishable from other
structural parts, having the highest glide rate, a high mean inten-
sity and inter-syllable pitch difference (similar to the exposition
and the triggering event but significantly higher than other se-
quences), the larger pitch range, and the slowest speech rate.
Note that its low pausing time percentage is biased, since titles
are based on short passages.

Tales’ beginning (the exposition and the triggering event)
share prosodic similarities (high glide rate and inter-syllable
pitch difference), accounting for the important melodic dy-
namism which may be aimed at capturing attention. They
significantly differ on mean intensity, lower for the triggering
event, which may be linked to the use of a soft voice inducing
intimacy and suspense.

Refrains have the smallest pausing time percentage observed
on the tale corpus, and the smallest inter-syllable mean pitch
difference, comparable to the scenes and the epilogue. Epilogue
was mainly characterized as having the lowest pitch and inten-
sity ranges, and a low speech rate. Moreover it has the lowest
mean pitch and mean intensity, with the triggering event; and is
amongst the lowest cluster for inter-syllable pitch and intensity
differences with refrains and scenes. All these cues account for
quiet and flat intonation at the end of tales.

3.3. Prosodic variation and characters impersonation

For each character of the 12 tales, the same mean prosodic de-
scriptors than above have been extracted, in order to sort out

Figure 1: Pitch and Intensity distributions for the narrator (N0)
and different categories of embodied characters varied for age
(kid, teenager, adult, old) and gender (M/F)

the most pertinent ones and the prosodic variations used to im-
personate different characters. The distribution of pitch and in-
tensity values measured for all characters, grouped by gender
and by age is displayed in figure 1. It shows that the storyteller
tends to exhibit a higher pitch and intensity when impersonat-
ing a character than for the narrator’s passages. The youngest
characters are linked with a higher pitch register than other char-
acters. Kids have the highest pitch and intensity register, while
girls had the lowest intensity register. Mean pitch and intensity
for adult male and female characters are comparable.

For a more detailed analysis, the characters have been sep-
arated in two sets according to their gender. The narrator has
the most varying prosodic patterns. He will here be used as a
reference for the voice of the storyteller, allowing to rate the
divergences used to impersonate distinctive characters, and has
therefore been added to both sets. The percentage of unstylized
vowels (UV), calculated as the percentage of vowels considered
as devoiced by the Prosogram, was added to the measures. In
order to have reliable data, only the main characters were kept,
for which sufficient data has been recorded (i.e. if they have pro-
nounced at least 50 syllables). 32 characters, plus the narrator
correspond to this criterion. Two birds characters, which does
not have a clear gender, were removed from the characters set.
Three more characters have also been removed due to their very
peculiar prosodic parameters, which gathered most of the vari-
ance, mainly due to a high percentage of devoiced vowels. The
female set regroups 14 characters (including the narrator), such
as “mother mouse”, fairies, a hen, a mother, a grand mother or
little girls. The male set regroups 15 characters (including the
narrator), such as a bear (and many other animals), a farmer, a
deaf man, an adult hero, a boy or a small monster. A Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) was done on each gender set.

For the female set, the first principal component is linked
with the measures of local pitch and intensity variations (such
as glides and inter-syllable pitch difference) and negatively with
the percentage of devoiced vowels. The second component is
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linked with the mean pitch and the number of syllables without
pause. The female characters, plotted over the two first princi-
pal components, may be regrouped into four clusters (using hi-
erarchical clustering on the same prosodic parameters) that have
pertinent narrative characteristics: (1) two young girls that have
a leading role (quite high and flat pitch, high percentage of de-
voiced vowels), (2) adult females having a supporting role with
the narrator (hence close to narrator prosodic characteristics),
(3) older females or characters in charge of an important respon-
sibility - e.g. “mother mouse” who has to care children (higher
mean intensity, more local pitch variations), and (4) one single
supporting character acting with authority to help the hero, and
played with the highest mean pitch and intensity.

The male set shows a slightly more complex figure, with
the first principal component opposing the mean pitch to mea-
sures of inter-syllable pitch differences and glides. The sec-
ond component opposes the pitch range to the percentage of
unvoiced vowels and inter-syllable intensity differences. The
male characters, plotted over these two principal components,
may be clustered into five clusters that also have pertinent nar-
rative characteristics: (1) young and inexperienced leading roles
(highest mean pitch and intensity, with few local variations), (2)
supporting roles (high mean pitch) - these characters are quite
close to the preceding cluster, (3) supporting role impersonat-
ing old men and/or characters having a great presence, plus the
narrator (medium pitch with a notable local variation) (4) sup-
porting role helping or counseling the hero (medium pitch with
a high pitch range and pitch dynamic) (5) a single character :
a big bear played with the lowest pitch, high local changes in
intensity and more devoiced vowels than other characters.

4. Conclusions and Future work
We have reported on the recording, labeling and prosodic anal-
ysis of a one-hour storytelling corpus recorded by one male
French speaker. From this consistently labelled data, it is clear
that storytelling induces much more prosodic variations than
most of the other reported speaking styles (e.g. political ad-
dress, radio news), and constitutes a challenge for speech syn-
thesizers. The narrative structure of tales accounts for inter-
esting prosodic variations, that are linked for example to the ex-
pression of a climax during the triggering event (see [4] ), or to a
calm final during the epilogue. The most striking prosodic vari-
ations are performed during the impersonation of the tales char-
acters. PCA and hierarchical clustering performed on 27 dif-
ferent characters, labeled for gender, age and role in the tale, al-
lowed an interesting classification of prosodic parameters linked
to different character types; 4 prototypical character types have
been found for female characters, and 5 for male characters.

The prosodic parameters used - either mean and range of
pitch and intensity, or percentage of glide tones - may possibly
be transformed into rules to drive a non-uniform-unit text-to-
speech synthesizer, for example in selecting different databases
according to their prosodic variability or in changing the mean
register for a given speaker.

Future work will consists in considering larger sets of
prosodic features, including prominence [14] and voice quality
parameters [15]. Most prosodic descriptors considered in this
study were static, and provided limited information on the dy-
namics within categories, which will be investigated in the next
studies. While information concerning speakers’ global charac-
teristics has been made available, adding affect and emotional
tags at the sentence level may lead to more detailed represen-
tations and analyses. Affect and emotion tagging may be re-

ductive, and [16] recommended to rather focus on identifying
prototypical pitch contour. Both approaches seem complemen-
tary and will be investigated.
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